Relativistic electrons travelling in or near a structured dielectric medium generate radiative losses such as Cherenkov and transition radiation that act as a virtual, broadband light source, coupling to the photonic densities of states (DOS) [1, 2, 3] . The effect is most pronounced when the imaginary component of the frequency-dependent dielectric function, ε(ω), is zero, a regime where no loss or coupling can occur in a non-retarded, Poisson's formulation of electrodynamics. In contrast to the non-retarded treatment where the loss is derived from and proportional to Im[-1/ε(ω)], the retarded loss mechanisms are most noticeable when Im[ε(ω)] << 1 and the non-retarded contributions are negligible. Even for mildly-relativistic electrons, these effects are large enough to provide a useful, high-spatial resolution probe of photonic nanostructures.
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Monochrmoated, spatially-resolved electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) is used to probe local photonic DOS in finite Si photonic structures. With recent improvements in monochromators and system stability, the energy resolution of EELS has improved to reach 100 meV, comparable to ~ 30 nm spectral resolution in the visible frequencies. Figure 1 shows the photonic modes of ~ 1.5 μm-thick Si photonic structures, probed with EELS. The experiment agrees well with simulated photonic bands and DOS using the MIT MPB package [4] . Direct, spatial mapping of photonic modes at nanoscale is also performed (Figure 2) , showing varying intensity distributions of different photonic modes. Using the focused electron beam, the damping of the photonic modes at the edges of the finite photonic structure is additionally studied, as shown in Figure 3 .
Key strengths of EELS for probing photonic structures are its capability to probe photonic modes embedded inside the photonic structures, unlike surface-sensitive scanning near-field optical microscopy, and its superior nanometer-scale resolution. The nanometer resolution of EELS allows a direct mapping of the optical modes of unconventional dielectric systems that may contain defects or extend to only a few hundred nanometers. 
